The paper investigates the adaptive control of the space robot system with an attitude controlled base on which the robot is attached. We discuss the issues associaied to adaptive control in inertial space and identify two potential problems, unavailability of joint trajectory, and nonlinear parameterization of system dynamics in inertial space. Two adaptive control schemes, corresponding to availability anid unavailability of joint acceleration measurement, are proposed inspired by the fact that the dynamics in joint space and the kinamatics can be both linearly paramterized. The proposed adaptive schemes guarantee the zero end-effector position tracking error, and the zero end-effector velocity tracking error is also guaranteed when the joint acceleration measurement is available. The validity and effectiveness of the proposed control schemes are demonstrated b y the simulation of two-link planar space manipulator system.
Introduction
Robot will play an increasingly important role in future space applications, such as materials transport ,simple manipulation, basic locomotion, inspection and maintenance of the space station and satellite [2] [3]. The adaptive control is critical for the robot system subjected t o dynamic uncertainties in these tasks [l] . Considerable research efforts have been dedicated to the control of space robot system with a completely uncontrolled base(or free-floating base) for its advantage of thrust fuel saving. However, the motion of free-floating base will disturbs communication devices mounted on the base. Since communication devices are more sensitive to the change of base's attitude than to that of base's position, the attitude of the base must be stabilized by thrust or momentum wheels or the combination of them. Therefore in the following discussions, we assume that the attitude of the base has been sta-IEEE lnternatlonal Conference on Robotlcs and /4utomatlon 0-7803-1965-6 bilized by certain methodl, and so it can be considered t o be fixed.
It has been shown in [Ei] that the dynamics of space robot system with an attitude controlled base can be linearly parameterized in joint space. When the tasks are specified in inertia space instead of in joint space and dynamic parameters are not known accurately a priori, two problems arise in relation to the implementation of adaptive control in inertia space. The first problem occurs when adaptive control is excuted in joint space. The required joint trajectory cannot be generated by the given trajectory in inertia space due t o the dynamic parametel. uncertainty in the kinematics mapping which is dynamic dependent. The second problem is nonlinear para.meterization in inertia space which make impossible to implement the same structured adaptive control in inertia space as that in joint space. In [5], the initial joint trajectory is computed by using an initial estimation of parameter dependent Jacobian. Then the initial joint trajectory and dynamic parameters are used in the proposed joint space adaptive controller. After certain period of time, the system dynamic parameters are updated by using their new estimated ones. The drawbacks in this algorithm are that, the stability of the closed-loop system is not guaranteed, and the inertial tracking error will not converge t o zero when the eatimated parameters contained in the generalized dynamilc dependent Jacobian matrix do not converge to their true values.
Based on linear momentum conservation law, we at first formulate kinamaticis of the space robot system with an attitude controlled base in a systematic way, and found that the kinematics is linearly dependent on a set of suitably selected dlynamic parameters. Then we propose two adaptive control algorithms with or without the requirement of joint acceleration measurement respectively. Both algorikhms guarantee the stability of the closed-loop system and the zero inertial position tracking error. The inertial velocity tracking error is also guaranteed when the joint acceleration measurement is avariable. Finally, the simulation of two-link planar space robot system is implemented and demonstrates the validity and effectiveness of the proposed adaptive control algorithms.
2 System kinematics and dynamics Consider the space robot system shown in fig.2.1. OAXAYAZA denotes the inertial coordinate frame. 
and be the expressions of a k and 6k in coordinate frame fixed on body k, then a;, 6; are constant vectors, and
where R i (Q) is the rotational transformation matrix from inertial coordinate to the coordinate fixed in body k, q is the n x 1 relative joint displacement vector of manipulator. kinetic energy can be calculated by Now consider the dynamics of the system, the total where w i is the angular velocity of body i, I; is the inertia matrix of body i.
Applying (2.13)(2.14), the kinetic energy can be represented by joint configuration variable as T = qTH(q)q. It can be easily proved that H ( q ) can be linearily parameterized and this means that the system dynamics can be linearily parameterized in joint space(for detail, seel51).
Substituting the representation of kinetic energy into Lagrangian equation, the dynamic equation can be obtained in the form of where H ( q ) is an n x n generalized inertia matrix, C(q,q)q is an n x 1 vector representing Coriolis and centrifugal torque terms, r is joint torque vector. H ( q ) , C(q, q ) satisfy two properties: 1. H ( q ) , C(q, q ) can be linearly parameterized. 2. H -2C is skewsymmetric matrix by pr'operly choosing the form of In the following derivation of adaptive control laws, we assume z has the same degree as q, and the square matrix J is invertible.
C(q, 4).

Adaptive con.tro1 algorithms with joint acceleration imeasurement
Differentiates (2.13), one has j;. = Jq+ jq. Consider the system j;.= J q + J q (3.11
Hq-I-Cq = r (3.2)
The filtered end-effector error vector is defined as where K1 is a symmetric and positive definite matrix.
F'rom (4.1) (4.3)(4.4) we have
The error equation can be obtained as The following controller is designed
where K2 is a symmetric and positive definite matrix.
Substituting (4.7) into (4.6), the error dynamics is
where Y& = fii,. Cq,. The two-link planar space robot system is simulated using the proposed adaptive control aXgorithms.The associated parameters are as follows:
The desired end-effector trajectory is $0.6sinit)(m) z Z d ( t ) = (6.0+Oe6cost)(m)
The initial joint configuration and end-effector position are q1(0)=%, qa(0) =-$; z10=9.5mr zz~=5.6m. The initial guess of all !,he phisical parameter are set to 50% of their true value, the gains K;, K2,K;,Kg,Kl are all chosen to be diag(3.0,3.0).
The simulation results by applying theorem 1 and theorem 2 are shown in fig.1-fig.2 and fig.3-fig.4 respectively, where the solid and dotted lines are the endtracking errors by using adaptive connonmdaptive control schemes (switch off the parameter adaptation). It can be seen that the end-effector tracking errors converge to zeros only in adaptive cases, and faster convergence rate is achieved by using joint acceleration measurement.
Conclusion
In this paper, we discuss adaptive inertial space control of a space robot system with an attitude controlled base in which the robot is attached. We show that the kinematics and dynamics in joint space can be linearly parameterbed. Two adaptive control schemes,corresponding )to availability and unavailability of joint acceleration measurement, are proposed to cope with prloblems associated with the unavailability of desired joint trajectory and nonlinear parameterization of system dananiics in inertial space. The effectiveness of the proposed schemes is shown by the simulation of two-link space robot system. 
